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ABSTRACT
Fog Screen is breakthrough technology that allows projection of high quality images in the air. It is currently the
only walk-through projection screen. It literally uses the air as the user interface by touching only the air with
the bare hands. The screen is created by using a suspended fog generating device with no frame around and
works with video projectors. The fog used is dry, so it doesn’t get wet even if it stays under the Fog Screen device
for a long time .The fog is made of ordinary water with no chemicals what so ever. With two projectors, it can be
project different images on both sides of the screen. It is a display device which is the application of computer
graphics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inspired by science fiction movies such as Star Wars, two Finnish virtual reality researches created the Fog Screen
to recreate some of the effects from these movies in real life.


Fog Screen is an exciting new projection technology that allows to project images and video onto a
screen of “dry” fog, creating the illusion that the images are floating in midair.



Fog Screen is the world’s first immaterial walk-through projection screen. Its qualities, in particular the
walk-through capability, set Fog Screen apart from other displays and thus created a seemingly
successful market for its products.



The Fog Screen is an innovative display technology that allows for projections on a thin layer of dry
fog. Imagine the traditional pull down screen that is found in many classrooms today. Instead of a
screen being pulled down from the ceiling, fog is pushed down and held in place by several small fans,
allowing for a consistent surface for display.



It is one type of advanced projecting device which consumes water and electricity to form fogs on
which images are projected.
II. EXISTING SYSTEM

A projection screen is an installation consisting of a surface and a support structure used for displaying a projected
image for the view of an audience. Projection screens may be permanently installed as in a movie theatre, painted
on the wall, semi-permanent or mobile, as in a conference room or other non dedicated viewing space such as an
outdoor movie screening. Uniformly white or grey screens are used almost exclusively as to avoid any
discoloration to the image, while the most desired brightness of the screen depends on number of variables, such
as the ambient light level and the luminous power of the image source. Flat or curved screens may be used
depending on the optics used to project the image and the desired geometrical accuracy of the image production,
flat screens being the common of the two. Screens can be further designed for front or back projection , the more
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common front projection systems having the image source situated on the same side of the screen as the audience.
Different markets exist for screens targeted for use with digital projectors, movie projectors, overhead projectors
and slide projectors, although the basic idea for each of them is very much the same: front projection screen works
on diffusely reflecting the light projected onto them, whereas back projection screens work by diffusely
transmitting the light through them.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
It is one type of advanced projecting device which consumes water and electricity to form fogs on which images
are projected. Fog Screen is a patented technology, which Rakkolainen, one of the senior researchers and founders
behind this technology, describes as, “an immaterial projection screen that consists of air and a little humidity, and
enables high quality projected images in thin air, as well as many new applications.


Fog Screen is an exciting new projection technology that allows to project images and video onto a
screen of dry fog, creating the illusion that the images are floating in midair. Fog Screen is a just 2D
projection screen, but not a common opaque screen like hundreds of others in the market, rather than
an immaterial screen. A user may also interact with objects displayed in fog with the use of an input
device like a data clove, a tracked wand, or simply using hands. The system starts with water that is
held in a large plastic container or comes from a regular water pipe. This water is drawn through a
plastic tube via a small engine. Users have the ability to control the density and flow of the fog and the
strength of the sandwiching air streams. Fog Screen is a new invention which makes objects seems to
appear and move in thin air. The basic components of the screen are alumina, on turbulent airflow, and
a thin fog screen created this way, the fog screen is an internal part of the laminar airflow, and remains
thin and turbulence.
IV. WORKING OF FOG SCREEN



Fog Screen technology is a high-tech version of the technology in a cool air humidifier.



Tap water is pumped into the fog tank where it is blasted with ultrasound, turning it instantly into a
thick fog made of tiny water particles 2-3 microns in diameter. The tank’s internal design plus 3 sets of
fans work together to create a very thin wall of mist about half of an inch thick. One set of fans blows
the fog downwards while the other two sandwiches the fog between air curtains so that it becomes a
smooth projection screen. Fog screen works much like many screens in terms of its projection
properties and requires a 2kw power supply, with on screen using fifty liters of tap water per hour. The
device situated above the fog screen enables the purification of the water via a silver-ion channel and
minerals within the tank are cleaned out through regular maintenance. The opacity will depend on a
number of factors namely fog density, the projector, image brightness and the background. It appears to
be a very versatile technology and can be combined with many methods in order to achieve the
imagery required, such as pseudo 3D display and mechanisms to allow further interactivity via
tracking. The founders of the fog screen were intrigued with the prospect of creating an image that
could float in the air and that people could walk through. They set out to make a projected image float
in the air by using different media such as dust, water, fog and then a mist of tiny water droplets. They
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had to iterate their design repeatedly to ensure that people would not get wet and that the Fog Screen
could operate within a broad range of environmental conditions.
V. CONCLUSION
Technology of the future literally revolutionizes the limits of projection screens and blurs the boundaries among
art, science and fun .Facilitates projection of high quality images. This presents an immaterial, interactive screen
which is a new kind of a user interface floating in thin air. It employs ultrasonic tracking, although many other
kinds of tracking methods could also be used. The interactive screen has many applications on fields such as
entertainment, visualization, art etc.
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